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Not custom Instance type will override cores, sockets, memory and HA
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Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/5945

Fixed in Releases: 1.20.0

Description

In Ovirt, Instance types have default values for cores, sockets, memory, and HA. So When creating a new Ovirt Host, It shouldn't be possible to choose cores, sockets, memory, HA and also set instance type as tiny.

Only if custom instance type is selected, then it would be possible to edit the following values: cores, sockets, memory, HA, otherwise this values should be disabled.

Associated revisions

Revision 735c73a8 - 09/03/2018 02:33 PM - Shira Maximov
Fixes #24599 - Not custom instance type should disable params

History

#1 - 08/14/2018 09:13 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/5945 added

#2 - 08/14/2018 01:29 PM - Shira Maximov
- Assignee set to Shira Maximov

#3 - 09/03/2018 02:34 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Fixed in Releases 1.20.0 added

#4 - 09/03/2018 03:02 PM - Shira Maximov
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 735c73a887f1bd178d11254793152c956bef0ab8.